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Trophic flou1 models of productive subsystems of the four
large eastern boundaq current ecosystems, i.e., tlie Humboldt
Current off northern and central Peru (4-14OS), the noithe1.n
Benguela Current off Namibia (1j-3j0S), the Canarv Current
(12-2 jON) off Senegal and Mauritania, and the California
Current (28-43"N) were constructed to represent different
regimes in tliese systems during the mid-1960s to the eaily
1980s. The models were then analysed and compared by mcans
of flow network analysis. The present contribution summarizes
[lie results of a more detailed study with emphasis on tlie five
dominant fish species: anchovy, sardine, horse-mackerel,
mackerel and hake, and on the distinction between local and
global effects. Whereas the general structure of the systems is
very similar, characteristics pertaining to their size are system
specific. Tlie systeiils are al1 rather inefficient in terms of energy
transfer up the food web. Total catch is correlated witli primai?
production, as well as with the trophic level of the fisliery
Productivities of smail pelagics, as well as favorable conditions for
them, appear of global nature, wl-iereas properties pertaining to
tlie medium-sized fish, as well as tlie irihibition of al1 dominant
fish groups, appear more similar within the systems. Properties

related to the fishing regime, e.g., fisliing mortality, or the fraction of
available primary production required ro sustain fishery catches, are
highly variable among systems and regimes. A closer focus on rime-series
of flows in the plankton compartments is required to obtain a more detailed
understanding of regime-specific properties at the ecosystem level.

Des modèles de flux trophiques d e sous-systèmes productifs des quatre
grands écosystèmes du bord est des océans, c'est-à-dire le courant d e
Humboldt devant le nord et le centre du Pérou (4-14 OS), le courant nord du
Benguela devant la Namibie (15-35 OS), le courant des Canaries (12-25 ON)
devant le Sénégal et la Mauritanie, et le courant de Californie (28-43
sont
construits afin d e représenter les différents régimes de ces systèmes du
milieu des années 60 au début des années 80. Les modèles sont analysés et
comparés au moyen d e l'analyse des réseaux d e flux. La présente
contribution synthétise les résultats d'une étude plus détaillée focalisée sur
les cinq espèces dominantes : l'anchois, la sardine, le cliinchard, le
maquereau et le merlu, et sur la distinction entre effets locaux et globaux.
Tandis que la structure générale des systèmes est similaire, les
caractéristiques propres à la taille des systèmes sont spécifiques. Les systèmes
sont presque tous inefficaces en termes de transfert d'énergie au travers du
réseau trophique. Les productivités en petits pélagiques, de même que les
conditions favorables pour elles, apparaissent de nature globale, tandis que
les propriétés relatives aux poissons de taille moyenne ainsi que les effets
d'inhibition de tous les autres groupes dominants de poisson appanissent
plus semblables à l'intérieur des systèmes. Les propriétés relatives au régime
de pêche, c'est-i-dire à la mortalité par pêche, ou à la fraction de production
primaire disponible et nécessaire pour maintenir les pêcheries, sont très
fluctuantes d'un système ou d'un régime à l'autre. Une attention particulière
est nécessaire pour analyser les séries temporelles d e flux dans les
compartiments planctoniques afin d'obtenir une compréhension plus
détaillée des propriétés spécifiques de l'écosystème.
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1 NTRODUCTION
Eastern boundary current systems, or upwelling ecosystems, are among the most productive marine areas of the
wo-Id. The four largest of these are the Humboldt Current off South America, the Benguela Current off soutliern Africa,
the Canary Current of northwest Africa and the California Current off North America. They support large fish stocks of a
sirilac species composition (Table 1) and important fisheries, accounting for more than 25% of the world catch of marine
fisk (FAO, 1990). Major scientific attention has been devoted towards the management of these fisheries, but to date no
toc1 exists which would be capable of dealing with the considerable interannual fluctuations, notably of the anchovies and
sar,.iines stocks. Recent approaches emphasize the necessity of managing fisheries a rnultispecies context (see, e.g.,
cor,tributions in Daan and Sissenwine, 1991), giving expression to the need of understanding the ecology of tlie systems
corîponents and their interactions.
Thii productivity of the upwelling systerns depends strongly on the oceanographic conditions (Parrish et al., 1983; Cul?
antl Roy, 1989), which are likely to change along with intensijing coastal winds due to global warming (Bakun, 1990,
1953).Additionally, upwelling systems are carbon sinks (Walsh, 1989; Siegenthaler and Sarmiento, 1993), which is relevant
to ciur understanding of the global carbon cycle.
In :]ne with the CEOS concept (Bakun et al., 1993; Cury et al., this vol.), and based on published results of research
relivant to models of upwelling ecosystems and earlier modelling studies on the Peruvian upwelling system Uarre et al.,
195 1; Jarre-Teichmann, 1992), trophic flow models of subsysterns of the four upwelling regions (Fig. 1) were constructed
anc. analyzed, aiming at a cornparison of energy flows and systems characteristics under different climatic ancilor fishing
reg:mes Uarre-Teichmann and Christensen, in press). This contribution contrasts the results of this study relevant to global
verius those relevant to local properties of the four upwelling ecosystems, with emphasis on the five comrnercially most
im~~ortant
fish anchovy, sardine, horse mackerel, mackerel and hake.

Common narne

Genus

Soecies
California
lrlordax
caeruieus
s ) l n met ricus

Northwest &ica
encrasicohrs
Sardine
Sardina pilcl~ardus
Horse rnackerel
murphjli
t rachurus,
t recae
Mackerel
Sconlber
1
aponicus
Hake
hlerluccius
gqi
productus
cap ensis,
polis,
Anchovy

Engraulis
Sardinops
Tracburus

Pem
ringens

knguela
cap ensis
ocellntus
capensis

1
Table 1: Dominant fish species in the four large upwelling systems (modified from Bakun and Parrish, 1980).
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Fig. 1: The four large eastern boundary currents of the world (shaded) and the subsystems modelled for the
present contribution (solid black). The subsystems were chosen such that they comprise the areas occupied by
the dominant stocks of small pelagics.

1. MATERIAL
AND METHODS
1.l . Model construction
A set of seIren models was constructed of the four large upwelling ecosysrems, averaging two periods each foi the
systems off Peru, Namibia and California, and one period for the upwelling system off Northwest Africa (Table 2). As the
models are described in detail in Jarre-Teichmann and Christensen (in press), we confine ourselves here to a biief
overview of their approach.

We used the Ecopath software (Christensen and Pauly, 1992), which based on the work of Polovina and associates
(Polovina and Ow, 1983; Polovina, 1984, 1985). Assuming mass-balance over an appropriate period of time, trophic
interactions between the components of an ecosystem (species or species groups) are described by a set of linear
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eqi~ations,wherein the production of each component equals its withdrawals by other components in the system
(predation mortality), its export from the system (fishing mortality and other exports), and the baseline mortality, Le.:
Prcduction by (i) = ,411 predation on (i) + nonpredatory biomass losses of (i) + fishery catches of (i) + other exports of (i)
The terms in this equation may be replaced by:
I'roduction by (i) = Bi (PDi)
I'redatory losses of (i) = M2 = C,(Bi ( QDj) DCjti)
Other losses of (i) = (1 - EEi) Bi (PDi)
anil this leads, for any component in the system, to:
Lii (PDi) (EEi - Sj) (Bi (QD,) DCj,j)- Exi = O
wh xe:
i indicates a component (stock, species, species group) of the model;
i any of its predators;
Hi its biomass;
l',/Bi the production of a component per unit biomass (= total mortality under steady-stateconditions);
?Di the consumption of a component per unit biomass;
!)Cj,ithe average fraction of i in the diet of j (in terms of weight);
5Ei its ecotrophic efficiency (the fraction of the total production consumed by predators or exported from the system);
?xi its export from the system (e.g.,by emigration or advection, or fishery catch).
Th(,energy balance of each component is given by:
~:.:onsumption= Production + Respiration + Non-assimilated food
whcrein consumption is composed of consumption within the system and consumption of imports (i.e., consumption
'ou side the system'), and production may be consumed by predators, exported from the system, or be a contribution to
dei -itus.
Thi:; structure defines the necessary inputs to the model. These are, for each component,an estimate of its
.biomass;
- production per unit biomass;
total food consumption per unit biomass;
- assimilation efficiency;
- diet composition;
- exports from the system;
. ecotrophic efficiency.
For each component, one of above parameters B, PD, QD, or EE may be unknown and is estimated when solving the
systcim, along with the respiration of that component. If an acceptable result for each of the unknowns is achieved from
the inputs, the model is mass-balanced and may be analysed Further.
In tiiis study, the ecotrophic eficiencies were computed for most of the components (Table 3) and used to balance the
models, where, for obvious reasons O 5 EE < 1 served as a constraint. For components for which the biomasses were not
aval .ible or proved erroneous dunng the modelling process, EEs were set and the biomasses estimated.

Sys teni
G~titude)
Peru,
(414 OS)

1'96"+1971

Doininant"' pelagic
fis h s pecies
Ancliovy

1973-1981
1971-1977

Anchovy
Sardine

19781983

Horse mackerel

Nortlilvest Ahica.
(12-2j ON)

197@1979

Sardine

California,
(2843 ON)

1965-1972

Ancliovy

19781385

Ancliovy

Northern Benguela,
(15-35Os)

" in terms ofproduction

Period

Regime characteristics, reniarks
Ovemlielming ancliovy biomass with world's largest s iriglespecies fisliery; prior to collapse of nncliovy
Slow increase ofanchovy stock
Sardine biornass lower than in the late 1963,but still Iiigli.
Strong fishery on sardine and liake.
Sardineand hake biomasses strongly decraseci,
nevertlieless Iiavily fislied.
Svstem witli last publislied information. Sardinella liold
ecological niclie occupied by ancliovies in [lie other
upmjelling systems.Strorig fisliery for sardine and horse
ninckerel. Sasonal ~ipwelling,system comprises several
tropical fish species.
Highly seasonal ~ipwelling.Very low 6sh bioninsses after
brakdown of sardine and mackerel stocks. Fisliirig
nioratoria effective for both species.
Fisli biomasses recovering,end of Eisliing nioratoiia.

Table 2: Major characteristics of the four large upwelling systerns and the periods rnodeled

1.2. Anaiysis of the models
After a model has been balanced, it is assured that the various estimates of biomass and turnover rates rire mutually
compatible, and hence represent a possible and consistent picture of energy flows in the system. Only then is it
meaningful to perform further analyses OF the model, e.g., for interactions between its components, or towards a holistic
assessment of the system's structure based on the theories OF Odum (1969) or Ulanowicz (1986). If shifts in biomass or
catches in an ecosystem reflect transitions between alternative States of that system (Steele and Henderson, 1984; LluchBelda et al., 1989), these changes should be reflected in such ecological properties.
Various types of Favorable or inhibitive interactions are commonly described in ecology (see, e.g., Odum, 1971). Direct
trophic interactions can be assessed by analysing partial rnortality coefficients of the prey groups. In order to also consider
indirect interactions between the components in an ecosystem, such as cornpetition, we used the mixed trophic impact
routine suggested by Ulanowicz and Puccia (1990). This approach assesses the relative impact tliat infinitissimally small
changes in the biomass of a given group would have on the biomass of other groups, provided that the trophic structure
in the system does not change. The latter is the reason why it cannot be used for predictive purposes; however, it can well
be used ris a sensitivity analysis for interspecific interactions.
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Coinponent
Phytoplankton
Benthic producers
Zooplankton
Anchovy
Sardinella
Sardine
Mackerel
Horse mackerel
Large scombnds
O ther pelagics
Meiobentlios
Macrobenthos
Hake
Demersals
Marine birds
Marine mammals

.

-

Detritus
Period 1971-1977
b'
Period 19781383

"

Peru

Estimated paramater
Nortliern
Northwes t
Benguela
Afnca

California

EE

EE

B

B

EE

EE

EE

EE

eters in the models of the four large upwelling ecosystems constructed. 6 : biomass, EE:
trophic efficiency; -: component not included in model. List refers to al1 time periods modeled if not stated
ot herwise.

Frai:tional trophic levels may also be reexpressed into discrete trophic levels sensu Lindemann (1942) (Ulanowicz, 1995).
T h u , a given consumer is not placed on a single (fractional) trophic level according to its diet composition, but is
pen:eived as fnding on various (discrete) trophic levels simultaneously. The ratio between trophic flows consumecl or
expxted from one trophic level and the flows entering it is defined as transfer efficiency.
FisFeries in different areas may have catches of similar size, but their species composition can be rather different, based, of
course, on the availability of fish and on the fishing regime. The exploitation of fish on higher trophic levels in tlie food web
is niore costly in ecological terms than the exploitation of groups on lower trophic levels, because the energy transfer
efficiency up the food web is far below unity. Hence, the maintenance cost of a fishery (or, generally, any system
cou ponent) can only be compared across systems by using a common currency, e.g., pnmary production equivalents as
irnplemented by Chnstensen & Pauly (1993). Following their approach, cycles in the system are removed first. The end flow
of elch path in the system (e.g., fishery catch) is then traced backwards to the pnrnary producers, using, for each step, tlie
ratio between consumption and production as a raising factor. Consequently, the sum of the pnmary production required at
the :)asis of each path is the total primary production needed to sustain the system component in question, or the fisheiy.

2. RESULTS
AND

DISCUSSION

2.1. Trophic flow diagrams
Exampies of trophic flow diagrams are given for the Peruvian upwelling ecosystem for the periods 1964-1971and 19731981 (Fig. 2). The general structure of the trophic flow diagrams looks similar for al1 four upwelling systems. With the
primary producers and detritus situated on trophic level 1 (by definition), the planktonic and benthic invertebrate groups
are located at trophic levels 2.0 - 2.j. Small pelagics and other pelagics ranged next, with trophic levels between 2. j and
3.0, while the predatory fish, as well as marine birds and mammals, were operate at trophic levels 3 and 4. Large scombrids
and birds are the top predators in the system.
The major flows in al1 systems occurred in the plankton. Other important flows in the Peruvian ecosystem comprised
anchovy and the benthic invertebrates, as well as sardine during the later period. Flows towards anchovy were reduced by
a factor of more than four between the two periods, while those to sardine increased by a factor of seven, towards values
similar to those for anchovy. Flows toward macrobenthos and hake also increased with the higher abundance of these
groups. Due to the overall shortage of small pelagics in the system, the trophic level of predatory fish decreased (as they
switched to a larger fraction of zooplankton) while that of hake, mammals and birds increased. Feeding of marine
mammals 'outside' the system (i.e., on oceanic squid and mesopelagics) was important during both periods. In spite of the
considerable changes in the ecosystem, the general structure of the pathways in the system was not altered.

2.2. Systems characteristics
The four upwelling systems ranked rather distinctly after the 'size' of their primary production, total biomass sustained
in the system, catches and, consequently, total system throughput (Fig. 3). The Peruvian upwelling ecosystem was the
largest of these four systems. It was also the system in which the most pronounced changes of system size occurred during
the periods analysed. After the collapse of the anchovy stock, it became more similar to the northern Benguela system.
The latter decreased in size from the mid-70s to the early SOS, due to the strong decrease of small pelagics (notablv
sardine), not compensated by the increased abundance of horse mackerel. The upwelling system off northwest Africa was
similar in size to the northern Benguela system, despite the seasonality of its upwelling. The California system, whose
upwelling is also highly seasonal, was the smallest of these four systems.

2.3. Productivity of small pelagics
The productivity (or P D ratio, equivalent to total mortality) of small pelagics ranged between 1.1 year-' and 2.7 year-l
for anchovy, and between 0.4 year-l and 1.2 year-l for sardine in the balanced models (Fig. 4). The productivity of anchovy
was highest off Peru, followed by Namibia, northwest Africa and California. Their natural mortality (1.1 - 2.1 yearl) was
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Primary production
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Biomass

Total system throughpul

Fig. 3: Surnrnary statistics of the seven balanced
rnodels constructed, referring to systern size.
Systerns are arranged after decreasing prirnary
production. Note that systerns are set apart in
geographic rather than in regirne-specific order.
Also note sirnilar trend, in al1 four parameters, of
prirnary production, total biornass (excl. detritus),
total catches and total systern throughput.
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1973-81

Namibia Namibia
197177 1978-83

NW Afr.
Calilornia California
1972-79 1965-72 1977-85

Fig. 4: Breakdown of total mortality rates for anchovy (a) and sardine (b). Note consistent scale of vertical axes.
Systems are arranged after decreasing prirnary production.
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alw lys considerably higher than their fishing mortality (0.1 to 0.7 yearl), indicating their importance as a food resource for
oth::r system components. Fishing mortality of anchovy was highest off Pem during the late 1960s, followed by Namibia in
the early 1980s. The latter is remarkable as anchovy were not dominant off Namibia, neither in the system, nor in the
lanclings. Anchovy fishing mortality was still high in the Pemvian and Namibian systems during the other periods, while it
waa lower in the northwest African and Californian systems, due to a lack of directed fishery in the former, and 3 more
restrictive fishery management in the latter.
Sardine were subjected to the highest fishing mortality off Northwest Africa, followed by the northern Benguela system
and Pemvian system during the 1970s. Due to the closure of the sardine fishery off California, fishing mortality of sardine
off California was negligible. The natural mortality of sardine was highest off Namibia during both periods, followed by the
Penivian and the Californian systems.

2.4. Productivity of mackerel, horse mackerel and hake
hlackerel tended to be more productive than horse mackerel, with productivities ranging from 0.5 year-l ro 0.9
and 0.3 year-l to 1.1 year-l, respectively (Fig. 5). Total mortality of mackerel was lowest off California due to the closure of
its f shery, and similar in the other systems. Total productivity of horse mackerel was rather low in the Pemvian upwelling
syst-m, where they grew relatively large. It was more than three times as high off Northwest Africa, were also the highest
ftsh,ng mortalities were obsemed. Apart from the Namibian system in the early 1980s, fishing rnortalities were generally
ION reflecting the lack of major directed fisheries.
The productivity of hake nnged from 0.4 year-l to 0.9 yearl (Fig. 5). It was lowest off Pem in the 1960s, reflecting the
foci s of the fishery on small pelagics. During the 1970s,hake were more strongly exploited off Pem.
The natunl mortality of horse mackerel was similar in al1 systems except off Northwest Africa, where it was twice as high as
in the other systems. For mackerel and hake, both components were approximately equal off Pem during the 1970s, as
well as in the Namibian and Northwest African systems, reflecting their strong exploitation.
In general, the results from our balanced ecosystem models confirm that the rates of natural mortality are not systernspec:ific (see also Beverton and Holt, 1959; Pauly, 1980). The fishing mortalities, however, showed marked differences
amr ng systems and regimes. In consequence, a fishing regime should be regarded as a local property of a system, whereas
the ~roductivitiesof each of the major fish components are probably more similar on the global scale.

2.5. interactions between ecosystem components
12ecmitment success is largely determined by the dynamics of primary production (Cushing, 1982; Parrish et al., 1983),
and inoderate upweiiing conditions are most favorable for small pelagics in upwelling regions (Cury and Roy, 1989; Cui? et
al., 1995). Cushing (1982) also linked recmitment success to cornpetition and stressed the need for information on how
recniitment is affected by predation, although he considered the latter a minor process.
A. JARRE-TEICHMANN
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Fig. 5: Breakdown of total mortality rates for
mackerel (a); horse mackerel (b); and hake
(cl. Note consistent scale of vertical axes.
Systems are arranged after decreasing
primary production.
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1964-71

Peru
1973-81

Namibia Namibia
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NW Afr.
1972-79

California California
1965-72 1977-85

The dominant food items in the diet of the five comrnercially rnost important fish are given in Table 4. All of them were
essentially pianktivores. Anchovy fed largely on phytoplankton, except off California, where they ingested a larger fraction
of zooplankton. Sardine were predominantly phytoplanktivores in the Atlantic, and zooplanktivores in the Pacific.
However, due to the well-known ambiguities in assessing the diet composition (see, e.g., James, 1988 for a revie~v),this
geographic division should be viewed with caution. Mackerel and hake fed predorninantly on zooplankton throughout,
and horse mackerel fed mostly on zooplankton except off Peru, where they fed mainly on anchovy.
Although the dominance of planktivores suggests a food web of rather simple structure, mixed trophic impact analysis
suggested some indirect effects, as some of the groups most strongly favoring those five fish species differed from the
rnost important food items. For anchovy, sardine m d mackerel off California, primary production was the most enhancing
factor. This also held true for the Peruvian systern after the collapse of anchovy, where phytoplankon became the
dominant factor for al1 fish groups. Hake off Namibia were also favored most strongly by primary production.
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1
Horse mackerel Hake
System/Group
Anclio
Pem 1'364-1971
Pem 1973-1931
Namibia 1971-1977
Namibia 19781983
hWAfÏica 1972-1979
Cal'imia 1965-1972
Calibmia 19781985

Pliytoplankton
Phytoplankton
Phytoplankton
Phytoplankton
Phytoplankton
Zooplankton
Zooplankton

System /Group
196-1-1971
I1eru 1973-1931

Anchovy
Phytoplaiikron
Phytoplankron

Namibia 1971-1977
Uamibia 19781983
?NliAfrica1972-1979
\:aliforiiia 19651972
(:alifurnia 1970:935

Phytoplankton
Phytoplankton
Phvto~lankton
P
ton
~hytoptuikton

~

Zooplankton
Zooplankton
Zooplankton
Zooplankton
Zooplankton
Zooplankton
Zooplankton

Ancliovy
Ancliovy
Zooplankton
Zooplankton
Zooplankton
Zooplaiikton
Zooplankton

Zooplarikton
Zooplnnkton
Zooplanktoii
Zooplarikton
Zooplanktoii
Zooplanktoii
Zooplankton

(by weight) in the diet of the five cornmercially most important fish species by

Table 4a: Dominant fo
systcm and regime.

~p

Zooplankton
Zooplankton
Phytoplankton
Pliytoplankton
Phytoplankton
Zooplanktoii
Zooplankton

;

1

Sardine
Zooplankroii
Phytoplankton

Mackerel
Zooplnnktoii
Phytoplankton

Horsemackerel
Xiiclio\y
Phytoplxnkton
Aiicho\v
Phytoplankton
Zooplankton
Zooplankton
Zoopbiikton
Zooplankton
Phytoplankton
Zoo~lankton
Phvto~iankton Zoo~lankton
~ h ~ o ~ i a n k w n~liy~o~lniiktoii ~oo;,lankton
Zoopl3nkioii
Phytopiankton
I)li!tophiiktoii

Hake
Zoop.nnkton
Phyophnkton
Phytaplankton
~hy&~lmkron
Zooulanktoii
~oo;>l3iikton
%oopl:iiir<ton

Table 4b: Strongest trophic enhancement of the five commercially most important fish species by system and
regime, based on mixed trophic impact analysis. Components that differ from the most important diet
coniponents, and thus point at indirect effects in the system, are shaded.

In g'neral, the small pelagics appeared to be similarly favored in al1 systems, whereas the enhancement of mackerel, horse
mackerel and hake was more system-specific. Within a system, the positive impacts were generally similar between
reg1 nes, except for pronounced changes in ecosystem structure, such occurred off Peru in the early 1970s.
The groups causing the highest mortality of the five most important commercial fish species differed more strongly among
syst<>msand regimes. Anchovy were heavily exploited by the fishery in the late 1960s off Peru, while horse mackerel caused
most of its mortality during the 1970s. Hake was the dominant predator on anchovy off Namibia, other pelagics off
Nonhwest Africa, and horse mackerel and mackerel off California. Sardine were preyed upon intensively by mammals ancl
hea\ ily fished off Pem; they were preyed upon most strongly by hake off Namibia, and by other pelagics off Northwest
Africa. Mackerel were more strongly exploited by the fisheries off Peru, Namibia, and (after its reopening) off California
than subjected to predation by any single group. Horse mackerel were preyed upon by mammals and other pelagics,

except off Namibia, where predation by hake and exploitation by the fishery were the most important causes of mortality
in the first and second periods, respectively. Hake was either influenced by cannibalism or by the fishery, except off
California, where cannibalism was less important because the hake population consisted mainly of juveniles, preyed upon
by the abundant marine mammals.
Whereas anchovy was inhibited rather directly, indirect effects of trophic intenctions were more pronounced for the other
groups. It is worth noting, though, that intraspecific competition apparently had a larger effect on anchovy duiing the
1960s than food limitation. Competition with anchovy was more important for sardine off Peru than predation by
mammals. Inhibition by mackerel, exclusively based on indirect effects, was more important for sardine off Namibia in [lie
1970s than predation by hake. Competition for food could also have been limiting for sardine off northwest Africa. Ail in
all, our results are thus supported by the competition model of Silvert and Crawford (1988).
Mackerel were subjected to more direct effects rather than indirect ones, except off California during the early 1980s)
where intraspecific competition for food inhibited its population growth more than any other group. Horse mackerel
competed with the Fishery during the period of high anchovy abundance off Peru, and with each other after the collapse of
its major food resource. Off Namibia, horse mackerel were inhibited by hake to the same extent as by the fishery.
Inhibition by other pelagics was more important to horse mackerel than direct predation by mammals off California during
the late 1960s. Hake were generally predator-controlled,either by each other, by the fishery, or (off California) by marine
mammals. Indirect interaction with anchovy turned out to be s-ongly inhibiting for hake off California during the early
1980s.
These results supplement earlier work by Korrubel (1992), who suggested that fisheries may induce species dominance
shifts while emphasizing the need for further assessrnent of the role of other ecosystem components, based on improved
knowledge of their interactions. In general, the components the Peruvian system were indeed most strongly inhibited by
the fishery, but those in the northern Benguela system most strongly by hake. The cross-impactsincluded more groups in
the two systems with seasonal upwelling, off California and Northwest Africa. However, al1 in all, the inhibition of these five
groups appeared to be a highly local property.

2.6. Transfer efficiency
Restructuring of the fractional trophic levels (as used for the trophic flow diagrams) yielded six discrete trophic levels,
i.e., producers, herbivores, and first- to fourth-order carnivores, for al1 of the models except Northwest Africa which had
seven trophic levels. As the absolute flows on the topmost level were negligible, we computed the average transfer
efficiency of the consumer levels II to V (Le., herbivores to third-order carnivores) (Fig. 6). The grand mean of al1 models
yielded a transfer efficiency of slightly above 5% (range 3.6 - 7.4%),much lower than the general mean of about 10%
computed for a cross-section of aquatic ecosystems (Christensen and Pauly, 1993; Pauly and Christensen, 1995). Hence,
upwelling systems are al1 relatively inefficient systems regardless of the prevailing fishing regime. Moreover, despite
relatively large changes of the transfer efficiencies between different regimes in a given system, there is some suggestion
that the systems might be slightly different from each other, the California system being the least, and the two Atlantic
systems the most efficient ones.
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6: Mean transfer efficiencies
n discrete trophic levels II to V,
i.e., herbivores to third-order carnivores,
i n seven models of the four major
i ~ p w e l l i n gecosysterns. Thin lines
indicate ranges. Systems are arranged
,ifter decreasing prirnary production.

2.7. Primary production required to sustain the fishery
Figure 7 gives the primary production required to sustain the fishery in the seven models constructed both in absolute
tei.ms, and relative to the primary production available in the corresponding system. In absolute terms, the flows from tlie
pr rnary producers required to sustain the fishery reflected the size of the catches, with high catches implying high primary
pr1:iduction requirements. The systems could thus be ranked in the same way as after the 'size' parameters (Fig. 3).
Hciwever, changes in the fishing regirne must be considered as well: although the magnitude of the catches off Peru was
retluced by a factor of more than three between the two periods analysed, the primary production required to sustain tlie
fisliery in the 1970s decreased only by about IO%, as sardine and hake, both situated on higher trophic levels, accounted
for a considerable fraction of total catches.
Th: fraction of the available primary production used to sustain the catches, however, showed a rather different picture.
Alt îough the catches decreased significantlybemreen the mroperiods analysed in the Peruvian system, a larger fraction of the

a~ilableprirnary production was used in the later period. The fishery off Namibia during the early 1970s required the largest
sh.re of the available pnmaq production, whereas the fishery off Califomia took only a minor share. Comparing the 1970s as a
peiiod modeiied for al1 four upweiiing areas, we conclude that the primary production required to sustain the fishev is a local
characteristic of the system, depending on the intensity of fishing and the trophic levels of its target species. It cannot
str:iightforwardly be linked to species dominance, as the differences between sardine-dominated systems, such as the
No-thwest African and the norrhem Benguela systems dunng the 1970s,were larger than the differences between an anchovydoininated system (off Peni duriig the iate 1960s) and a horse-mackereldominated one (off Namibia, dunng 19?8-83).
Thc grand rnean of the primary production used to sustain the fishery amounted to 9.5% of the available primary
prc duction in our models. This figure is higher than the global average of 8% estimated by Pauly and Christensen (1995),
bu1 seems strikingly low if compared with their results for upwelling regions of 25%. This apparent discrepancv is
A.
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explained as follows: Pauly and Christensen (1995) used primary production estimates similar to the 1970s conditions in
Our models, but (i) catches of small pelagics were considerably higher in 1990 than they were during the 1970s; (ii) we
used, except for Peruvian anchovy, nominal catches in our models, whereas Pauly and Christensen (1995) accounted for
additional 15%of discards for each group; and (iii) catches of horse mackerel were disproportionally large in the southern
part of the Humboldt Current, not included in the present comparisons. We have, thus, been looking at very productive
subsystems in the four upwelling regions, but not necessarily at those parts of the systems andlor periods subjected to the
highest rate of exploitation by the fishery. Using the respective raising factors for the catches, we would, too, arrive at
relative requirements of 64% to sustain the fishery of anchovy and sardine, 1517% for the fishery of horse mackerel and
mackerel, and <1%for other pelagic groups, indicating the considerable degree of present exploitation of these systems.
Additionally, it should be kept in mind that another 3-4% of the primary production are required to sustain the fisheiy of
hake, not explicitly attributed to upwelling regions in the above study.

2.8. Primary production required to sustain the five major fish
groups
About 20% - 33% of the available flows from the producers' level were generally used to sustain the five dominant fish
groups in the system (Fig. 8 and Table 5), with the exception of the Namibian system during the 1970s, where almost half
of the available flow was required. The latter seemed particularly high at Brst glance, but went along with a slightly elevated
mean trophic efficiency in the system, and was also consistent with the high fraction of primary production required to
sustain the fishery. The shift in species dominance in the Peruvian system between the late 1960s and the 1970s was clearly
reflected, and it is worth noting that -in spite of the considerably smaller total biomass in the system -a similar fraction
of primary production was required to sustain the dominant fish species.
It was also striking that the fraction of primary production used to sustain the fish in the Californian system wris not much
lower than in the other systems, indicating that the structure of the Californian system was indeed very similar to the other
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sy:tems, despite their large differences in size. We should thus moderate the statement of \Vare (1992) on the pa~~iculrir
intfficiency of the Californian ecosystem with respect to fish production.
Mithin the systems where anchow were the dominant fish by production (Le., off Peru and California, see Table 2), it \vas
31s:) anchow which required the largest single fraction of primanr production among the fish groups. The sarne heltl true
for horse mackerel off Namibia in the early 1980s. Stnkingly,within the two systems dominated by sardine (the Namibian
an(:\northwest African systems during the 1970s), hake and horse mackerel required the single largest share of primai?
production, respectively, but not sardine. It would be premature to draw any conclusion from this inconsistency ~vith
re>pect to the persistence of species dominance or the diversity of flows in the systems (see also Shannon et al. (1988),
anil LeClus (1991)).

Sy;tem/Group
-

Anchow
Sardine
Mackerel
Horse niackerel Hake
Peru 1964-1971
Fis hery
Mammals
Fisliery
Mammals
Hake
Peru 1973-1981
Horse mackerel Fishery
Fishery
Mammals
Fisheql
Hake
Hake
Hake
Hake
Fishery
N!iiubia 1971-1977
Hake
Fishery
Fishery
Hake
Niinibia 1978-1983
Hake
Lrg. scombrids
Other pelagics
M';"Afnca 1972-1979
Other pelagics
Other pelagics
Fishe~y
Horse mackerel 2"
Marine birds
Mamnials
Maiiiriials
Callfomia 1965-1972
Mackerel
Fishery
Ca!ifomia 19781985
Other pelagics
Mariunais
" '"he biomass ofsardine was so low that it could only be a marginal component in the diet ofits predators. It \vas hence
im;~ossibleto determine the main predator on sardine.
1)

Table 5a: Strongest predator group of the five cornmercially rnost important fish species by system and regirne.

Nar ibia 1971-1977
Nai-ubia 19781983
NW.&ca 1972-1979
Calibmia 1965-1972

Other pelagics
Horse iriackerel

Zooplankton
-"

imp.)ssible to account for its proper role in the mixed trophic impacts routine.

Tab e 5b: Strongest inhibition of the five commercially most important fish species by systern and reginie, bascd
on inixed trophic impact analysis. Cornponents that differ from the strongest predator, and thus point at food
limitation or cornpetitive inhibition of the respective fish group, are shaded.
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Anchovy
Sardine
40

.

Mackerel

Horçe Mackerel

Hake

flows from the producers'
level required to sustain the five dominant
groups in the system. For the Northwest
Africa system, the requirements of anchovy
and sardinella have been combined, as
sardinella occupies, in part, the ecological
niche of anchovy. Systems are arranged after
decreasing primary production.
Peru

Peru

196471

1973-81

Namibia Namibia
1971-77

1978-83

NW Afr.
1972-79

California California
1965-72

1977-85

The different aspects of our analysis with respect to global versus local properties are summarized in T~ble6. 'Ille
consistent set of species dominating the flow on the higher trophic levels is one of the obvious global characteristics of
upwelling ecosystems. Also, the distribution of the major flows in the models is also quite similar among systems.
However, it is necessary to keep in mind that dl flows among the fish groups and toward the warm-blooded top predators
are small in comparison to those in the plankton. Hence, for improved companson of the systems with respect to systemlevel properties (maturity, ascendency, etc.) under different environmental regimes, rime-series of flows in the plankton
compartments, as well as the microbial food web, will need to be assembled and analped in more detail than i t has been
possible for the present contribution.
The productivity of the small pelagics, as well as the natural mortality of al1 dominant fish stocks, was also similar between
systems, and can thus be regarded global properties. This should not be regarded as a pure artifact of mode1 constiuction,
as the models were balanced prior to any comparisons.
It also emerged clearly that small pelagics increase with primary production regardless of sptem and regime. This does not
appear, at first glance, to go along with the findings of Cury and Roy (1989) and Cury et al. (1995) that moderate
conditions are most beneficial to successful recruitment, but it should be kept in mind that the present approach dealt
only with trophic interactions, and not with the transport processes that determine the survival of eggs and larvae.
The fraction of primary production used to sustain the five most important fish groups in the ecosystems was also quite
similar between the systems (with exception of the Namibian ecosystem during the 1970s) and may thus be regardecl as a
global property. Furthermore, our results suggest that flows from the primary producers' level required to sustain the
dominant fish species (in terms of production) may be a regime-specific property, anchovy using the largest fraction in
anchovy-dominated systems, but hake or horse-mackerel using the largest fraction in sardine-dominated systems.
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C haractenstic /Property

Genenl s p tem stmcturc
-.

Productivity of major
6sh species
-.

Species interactions

i~10bal'3'
Species compositioii
Major flow patterns
Natural mortality ofall dominant 6sli
stocks,
total mortality of small pelagics
Favonng of sinall pelagics

-.

Siistenance of tlie major 6sh
grou ps
Sustenanceof the 6slie1-j~
- ..

Total baction of primary production
required (in general)

cal'^)

System size
Fisliingmortality

Favoringof medium-sized6sli;
Inhibition of al1 major 6s1i groiips;
Strongest predators ofall niajor 6sli groups
Fraction of primary production required by the
dominant species
Fisliing regime.
primary production required to sustain the 6sliery

Relation between production Total catch vs. trophic level ofbliery
~.nd
fis
lie^
-Inw mean efficiency ofenergy transfer Eficiency on 'medium scale' 0)
System transfer eficiency
-.
up the food web
:bal functions
Overall low maturitv;
similar iiiforination content offlow~~
low

-relativeascendency
Similar between sys rems tlirougii time, i.e.,(i) regimedependent, or (ii) independent ofsystem and regiiiie

' Moresimilar witliin systems throiigli time (Le.,regime-independent),or systcm-and regime-specific
Table 6:

ersus local properties of the four upwelling ecosystcrns analysed.

Most system-level properties of these ecosystems, such as their generally low transfer efficiency,were also of global nature.
Furtlier attributes are discussed in detail in Jarre-Teichmann and Christensen (in press), notably those pertaining to the
thecries of Odum (1969) and Ulanowicz (1986). The generally low maturity, and low relative ascendency of these systems
are !:lobal properties as well, and corroborate the grouping of upwelling systems in Christensen's (1992) maturitv ranking
of al luatic ecosystems. It should further be pointed out that the total catch was correlated with the trophic level of the
fishtsry, and also with the pcimary production of the systems.
The most obvious local properties of the systems were related to system size, as primary production, total system biomass,
or total catches. Furthermore, the factors most strongly favoring the medium-sized fish were more similar within systems
thro.igh time. The strongest predators of the five most important fish species were rather variable, but their inhibition
apptbared to be a system-specific property, independent of the prevailing regime. Iastly, al1 properties relateci to the
fishery, as fishing mortality of the groups, or the primary production required to sustain the fishery, were Iiighlv variable,
not only among systems, but also among different regimes.
There are a number of inconsistencies in the properties that we have categorized as 'global'. In terms of multispecies
man:igement models, care should be taken before these estimates are transferred from one system to anotlier. Additionally,
al1 aspects related to the fishing regime wiii need to be modeUed specificallyfor the system and period in question.

The complexity and interaction of the various factors influencing fish populations in upwelling ecosystems have been
highlighted earlier (Crawford, 1991), implying blurred borderlines that have also made it difficult for us to categorize a
given aspect as global or local. Nevertheless, time series, long required for improved understanding of any kind of
variability in upwelling systems (see, cg., Bakun and Parrish, 1980; Pauly, 1987; Sharp, 1991) are becoming increasinglv
suited for ecosystem approaches such as the one presented here, and may justify optimism that they will subscquentl!r
allow for refined future assessment of climatic effects on these four eastern boundary currents.
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